Carstreen Dental at the BDA Conference & Exhibition 2011

Carstreen Dental is a market leader in the provision of digital imaging solutions for the dental profession, with products such as - The Update 844 software practice management system. The innovative dental software now comes with several new and advanced modules, including the XSmrt database, which helps track in-office inventory, save the report of instrument use, and Communicate, for enhanced patient education lessons that lead to increased treatment acceptance rates.

- Enhanced Services: For practices looking for a stress-free, efficient way to safeguard practice records and update software, Carstreen’s remote data backup is available.

- An extensive range of user-friendly and highly sophisticated dental imaging solutions, from the ergonomically-designed PIC to inline of visual imaging sensors, to the highly flexible Kodak 9500 3D cone-beam scanner.

Delegates looking for a way to ease the diagnostic bar and increase profitability should make their way to stand C57 to find out more.

For further information visit carstreenmedical.co.uk or email info@practiceworks.co.uk or call 01438 245 000

Evident Stand B35

At this year’s BDA Conference and Exhibition, Evident are demonstrating their highly desirable Adhesive Dentistry products most of which are from leading US dental manufacturer Danville, alongside three beautifully designed Examation™ loupes and lights. Developed with the assistance of leading aesthetic dentist Dr Raymond Bertolotti, who will be addressing the Conference on Friday 20th May, Evident’s Adhesion Dentistry products include PrimaClear the Ortodon™ system you need for denture and veneer bonding. Accadenta SP, a super radioopaque, flowable composite to the Accadenta P2, a flowable composite in unique as both the try-in paste and the flowable composite use the same materials! The colour matched try-in pastes are an ultra-slow setting version of the flowable composite and do not need to be completely removed before bonding. Evident’s experienced team of consultants will be on hand to be discussed with Oral-B’s expertise in toothbrush design and toothpaste technology, will help your patients achieve this goal.

Visit stand B35 or if you are unable to attend FreeCall 0500 321111 or visit www.evident.co.uk.
Visit us at stand D32.

each model boasts durable, easy to clean upholstery in a vast array of colours, and LED curing lights. All models are available in both air and electric versions. An addition of factory ‘build-in’ features such as micro motors, fibre optics, scalers and LED curing lights. All models are available in both air and electric versions. Each model boasts durable, easy to clean upholstery in a vast array of colours, and LED curing lights. All models are available in both air and electric versions.

Takara Belmont prides itself on its reputation for reliability providing free extended warranties, offering total peace of mind for the professional. Like its predecessors the Ultra and Cordless Plus Water Flossers, the Nano™ is clinically proven to be twice as effective as traditional string floss at removing plaque biofilm. Normally retailing at £49.99, BDA conference attendees will be able to purchase the Nano™ at a special conference discount. Alternatively, they can pick-up their free sample Nano™ by attending the Waterpik® seminar. Details and vouchers will be available from the Waterpik® stand (A45).

Additional features include the ultrasonic water jet, which provides an effective interproximal cleaning tool. The Nano™ is the smallest Water Flosser in our range, but still provides the reliability that Waterpik® is renowned for. A great addition to any surgery.

Delegates attending this year’s BDA Dental Conference & Exhibition should be sure to make their way to the Waterpik® stand (A45) for our offers on a wide range of Waterpik® products at this year’s exhibition.

For more information or to subscribe please call 020 7400 8989, visit www.corecpd.com or email info@smile-on.com

Enjoy Endodontics?

roots

Down your canal... roots is the place to keep up with the latest developments in the endodontic arena. A combination of comment, studies, cases reports, industry news, reviews, and news, those professionals with an interest in endodontics will find roots invaluable.

For more information or to subscribe please call Joe Aspis on 020 7400 8969 or email joe@dentaltribuneuk.com